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CAM-HOMME and CAM-SE
• HOMME = HOMME (High-Order Method Modeling Environment)

CAM used to pull the spectral-element (SE) dynamical core from a separate 
repository called HOMME

• Now the SE dycore is residing in the CAM repository and we have made 
numerous modifications (refer to this model version as CAM-SE):

- science changes: rigorous treatment of condensates and associated 
energies, capability to separate physics and dynamics grid, finite-
volume advection

- code optimization
- massive code clean-up
- code will be released with CESM2.0 and scientifically supported with

CESM2.1 (will be used for high-res CMIP6 simulations)
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on the continuous equations
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CAM-HOMME and CAM-SE
• HOMME = HOMME (High-Order Method Modeling Environment)

CAM used to pull the spectral-element (SE) dynamical core from a separate 
repository called HOMME

• Now the SE dycore is residing in the CAM repository and we have made 
numerous modifications (refer to this model version as CAM-SE):

- science changes: rigorous treatment of condensates and associated 
energies, capability to separate physics and dynamics grid, finite-
volume advection

- code optimization
- massive code clean-up
- code will be released with CESM2.0 and scientifically supported with

CESM2.1 (will be used for high-res CMIP6 simulations)

Separate talk (Thursday)



Outline

• Representation of water phases

• Ideal gas law and virtual temperature for moist air containing 
condensates

• Dry-mass floating Lagrangian vertical coordinate

• Adiabatic frictionless equations of motion

• Viscosity

• Conservation properties: Axial angular momentum and total 
energy
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What is an important difference between specific mixing ratio and dry mixing ratio?
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A1. Representation of water phases in terms of dry and 
wet (specific) mixing ratios

What is an important difference 
between dry air+water vapor and
cloud ice, liquid, snow, rain, …?

Dry air+water vapor are gases!



Outline

• Representation of water phases

• Ideal gas law and virtual temperature for moist air containing 
condensates

• Dry-mass floating Lagrangian vertical coordinate

• Adiabatic frictionless equations of motion

• Viscosity

• Conservation properties: Axial angular momentum and total 
energy



A2. Ideal gas law and virtual temperature
Derivation of the ideal gas law for a volume V of air containing condensates: 

• Gaseous components of air occupy V(gas) and condensates V(cond) : V=V(gas)+V(cond)

• The ideal gas law applies to the gaseous component of air only, i.e. the partial pressure 
of dry air p(d) (the pressure dry air would exert if it alone would occupy V)

where kB is the Boltzmann constant, T temperature and N(d) is # of molecules of dry air

where M(d) is molar mass of dry air.



A2. Ideal gas law and virtual temperature
Derivation of the ideal gas law for a volume V of air containing condensates: 

• Gaseous components of air occupy V(gas) and condensates V(cond) : V=V(gas)+V(cond)

• The ideal gas law applies to the gaseous component of air only, i.e. the partial pressure 
of dry air p(d) (the pressure dry air would exert if it alone would occupy V)

where R(d) is dry air gas constant

• Can do same derivation for water vapor …
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Using Dalton’s law of partial pressures we get

Move R(d) outside parenthesis, define                      ,  substitute                       for ‘wv’,

multiply by           and use                                    and simplify
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A2. Ideal gas law and virtual temperature

Using Dalton’s law of partial pressures we get

Move R(d) outside parenthesis, define                      ,  substitute                       for ‘wv’,

mulitply by           and use                                    and simplify

Henceforth we will
assume 
that V ≅V(gas) 

Virtual 
temperature

Temperature dry air would 
have, at a given density in 
order to exert the same
pressure as moist air at 
temperature T



A2. Ideal gas law and virtual temperature

In all, the ideal gas law for a volume V of air containing condensates can be written as

where virtual temperature is given by

WE HAVE ASSUMED THAT THE VOLUME OF CONDENSATES IS NEGLITIBLE!



A3. Thermodynamic equation for moist air 

Let S denote the entropy of moist (S(l) entropy of component l)

From chain rule applied to each component of moist air separately

where E(l) is internal energy of l. Now assume                          for condensates ...



By manipulating this equation, assuming no phase changes, assuming that condensates
are incompressible, and that the volume of condensates is zero then the thermodynamic 
equation can be written as

where

and dQ is the amount of heat per unit mass supplied reversibly to moist
air.

A3. Thermodynamic equation for moist air 



We have discussed the 

• representation of the components of moist air
• ideal gas law for moist air
• thermodynamic equation for moist air

where moist air = dry air, water vapor, cloud liquid,
cloud ice, rain and snow

We have assumed that condensates are 
incompressible and occupy zero volume

Now I’ll introduce the vertical coordinate
used in CAM-SE …

A1-A3: The story so far



Outline

• Representation of water phases

• Ideal gas law and virtual temperature for moist air containing 
condensates

• Dry-mass floating Lagrangian vertical coordinate

• Adiabatic frictionless equations of motion

• Viscosity

• Conservation properties: Axial angular momentum and total 
energy



B1. Vertical coordinate: Dry mass

Let              be the mass of a column of dry air per unit area [kg/m2], i.e. 

the weight of dry air at the surface is                  [kg/(m s2)≣ Pa ≣ N].
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B1. Vertical coordinate

Let              be the mass of a column of dry air per unit area [kg/m2], i.e. 

the weight of dry air at the surface is                  [kg/(m s2)≣ Pa ≣ N].

Note: mass is invariant whereas weight (force exerted) depends on gravitational field.

Why aren’t we calling 
this partial dry pressure 

p(d) at the surface



B1. Partial pressure of dry air and mass of dry air 

The hydrostatic (moist) pressure at a given height (per unit area)

where we have defined the mass of each component of moist air 



B1. Partial pressure of dry air and mass of dry air 

The hydrostatic (moist) pressure at a given height (per unit area)

where we have defined the mass of each component of moist air 

Using Dalton’s law of 
partial pressures

≠ 

Weight of dry air is not necessarily 
equal to the partial pressure of dry 
air

When is it equal?
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Let              be the mass of a column of dry air per unit area [kg/m2], i.e. 

the weight of dry air at the surface is                  [kg/(m s2)≣ Pa ≣ N].

Note: mass is invariant whereas weight (force exerted) depends on gravitational field.

Consider a general terrain following vertical coordinate that is a function of 

where the A’s and B’s are the “usual” hybrid coefficients (terrain-following at surface and
transitioning to constant dry mass levels aloft).

Vertical staggering: u,v,T defined at full levels and mass defined at interfaces 



B1. Vertical coordinate

Let              be the mass of a column of dry air per unit area [kg/m2], i.e. 

the weight of dry air at the surface is                  [kg/(m s2)≣ Pa ≣ N].

Note: mass is invariant whereas weight (force exerted) depends on gravitational field.

Consider a general terrain following vertical coordinate that is a function of 

where

surface top



B1. Floating Lagrangian vertical coordinate

Lagrangian surfaces are material
surfaces with no flux of mass across
them => they move up and down
with flow convergence and divergence

Advantage: 2D operators in solver

To avoid excessive deformation
of the vertical levels the prognostic
variables are periodically mapped
back to the Eulerian reference
vertical coordinate



B1. Floating Lagrangian vertical coordinate
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B1. Floating Lagrangian vertical coordinate

We map tracer mass, mass-weighted (u,v) and internal energy

=> The vertical remapping process conserves mass, angular momentum and
internal energy.

Aside: It is possible to conserve total energy instead of internal energy
in the remapping process but that approach is “ill-conditioned”
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C1. Adiabatic & frictionless equations of motion
Hydrostatic balance:

Hydrostatic balance:

Ideal gas law:

The prognostics variables are momentum (zonal and meridional components),
temperature (T), dry-mass layer thickness, and tracer mixing ratios.

How do we compute pressure, density, geopotential, omega?
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C2. Hyperviscosity

The spectral-element method does not have implicit diffusion. 
Hyperviscosity operators are applied to the prognostic variables to 

• dissipate energy near the grid scale 
• damps the propagation of spurious grid-scale modes [Ainsworth and Wajid, 2009]
• smoothes the solution at element boundaries where the basis-functions are least 

smooth (C0-continuous) – I’ll come back to that ...

Vector 
viscosity



C2. Hyperviscosity

The spectral-element method does not have implicit diffusion. 
Hyperviscosity operators are applied to the prognostic variables to 

• dissipate energy near the grid scale 
• damps the propagation of spurious grid-scale modes [Ainsworth and Wajid, 2009]
• smoothes the solution at element boundaries where the basis-functions are least 

smooth (C0-continuous).

Use vector identity:                                                                    -> split into divergent and rotational term

We can damp divergence and vorticity with different damping coefficients

Operators are applied iteratively for 4th-order damping

Vector 
viscosity
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C3. On what iso-surfaces to apply hyperviscosity?
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C4. Conservation properties of eqn’s of motion: AAM

Definition of axial angular momentum (AAM):

where ! angular velocity, Φ is latitude. It can be shown that 
(see Appendix in Lauritzen et al., 2018)

where                                    .

-> In the absence of mountains (zs=0) AAM is conserved for the continuous equations
of motion. Spurious sources/sinks of AAM in dynamical core should be << ”physical”
source/sinks from the parameterizations (e.g. drag parameterizations).



Held-Suarez forcing: flat-Earth (no mountain torque), physics replaced by simple boundary layer 
friction and relaxation of temperature towards zonally symmetric reference profile 

Zonally and time
averaged T

C4. A simple test case to assess global AAM conservation

Zonally and time
averaged zonal
velocity component u



C4. Axial angular momentum conservation with CAM-SE

Angular momentum diagnostics for CAM6 Aqua-planet simulations using CAM-SE
For a detailed analysis of AAM conservation with CAM-HOMME see Lauritzen et al. (2014; doi:10.1002/2013MS000268)

Scale by a factor 100



LAURITZEN ET AL.: CAM-SE ANGULAR MOMENTUM X - 21

Figure 1. Angular momentum diagnostics for CAM-FV in the Held-Suarez setup

[data is from Lebonnois et al., 2012]. First, second, and third column is total angular

momentum (M
r

+ M⌦), time-tendencies of AAM due to the dynamical core ((dM
dt

)
dyn

)

and physical parameterizations (
⇣
dM

dt

⌘

phys

), respectively, as a function of time. Note that

the spurious source/sinks of AAM from the dynamical core (second column) are the same

order of magnitude as the physical sources/sinks of AAM (third column).

D R A F T November 14, 2013, 4:43pm D R A F T

C4. A simple test case to assess global AAM conservation

Source-sink of axial angular momentum from the dynamical core are the same order
of magnitude of “physical” sources-sinks from parameterizations!



C4. Example of superrotating atmospheres

CAM-FV Titan (Finite-Volume)

Achterberg et al. (2008) using observations averaged from July 2004 through March 2006 

Friedson
et al. (2009); https://doi.org/10.1016/j.pss.2009.05.006

Observations - Titan

Lebonnois et al. (2012) showed that different dynamical cores under same simple
thermal forcing (Venus-like) performed very differently in terms of simulating super
rotation which correlated exactly with lack of axial angular momentum in the dycore! 



C5. Total energy conservation (continuous eqn’s of motion)
Total energy equation integrated over the entire atmosphere can be written as

Derivation based on Kasahara (1974) but for moist air including condensates (for
a detailed derivation see Lauritzen et al. (2018)).

Note that total energy splits into contribution for dry air, water vapor, and condensates.

Aside: CAM physics energy fixer uses

which does not incl. condensates and uses same cp for dry air and water vapor.



C5. Total energy conservation (continuous eqn’s of motion)
Total energy equation integrated over the entire atmosphere can be written as

Derivation based on Kasahara (1974) but for moist air including condensates (for
a detailed derivation see Lauritzen et al. (2018)).

Note that total energy splits into contribution for dry air, water vapor, and condensates.

Aside: CAM physics energy fixer uses

which does not incl. condensates and uses same cp for dry air and water vapor.

Difference 
amounts to 
0.5 W/M2



Total energy conservation in the atmosphere as a whole

Physics-dynamics 
coupling layer

Physics moduleDynamical core module

For a coupled climate model total
energy conservation is important
(otherwise climate will drift)

=> Need to satisfy

where K kinetic energy, \rho is
density, p pressure, T temperature,
\Phi geopotential height and
Fnet are net fluxes computed by
parameterization (e.g., heating
and momentum forcing).



Total energy conservation in the atmosphere as a whole

Physics-dynamics 
coupling layer

Physics moduleDynamical core module

The dynamical core may not
conserve energy due to inherent
numerical dissipation, 
non-conservation due to time
truncation errors, etc.

For a coupled climate model total
energy conservation is important
(otherwise climate will drift)

=> Need to satisfy

where K kinetic energy, \rho is
density, p pressure, T temperature,
\Phi geopotential height and
Fnet are net fluxes computed by
parameterization (e.g., heating
and momentum forcing).

Frictional heating 
rate is calculated
from K energy 
tendency produced 
from
momentum diffusion 
and added to T



Physics-dynamics 

coupling layer

Physics module

CAM physics does not

change surface pressure –

under that assumption each

paramerization conserves

energy (i.e. energy change due

to state variables changing

is exactly balanced by net

fluxes).

However, changes in water 

variables does change pressure

=> When pressure is updated

energy conservation is violated 

Dynamical core module

The dynamical core may not

conserve energy due to inherent

numerical dissipation, 

non-conservation due to time

truncation errors, etc.

For a coupled climate model total

energy conservation is important

(otherwise climate will drift)

=> Need to satisfy

where K kinetic energy, \rho is

density, p pressure, T temperature,

\Phi geopotential height and

Fnet are net fluxes computed by

parameterization (e.g., heating

and momentum forcing).

Energy conservation can be violated

in physics-dynamics coupling if

the physics tendencies are 

added during the time-stepping

(underlying pressure changes!)

Total energy conservation in the atmosphere as a whole



Energy budgets in CAM-SE

Physics-
dynamics 

coupling layer

Physics module

• “physical” changes in energy
due to water change

dE/dt = -0.0016 W/m2

• Change in energy due to
change in pressure due to
water vapor change
(“dme_adjust”)

dE/dt = 0.2667 W/m2

• Energy fixer

dE/dt = -0.1843

(= loss in dynamics +
dme_adjust) 

Dynamical core module

• Rate of energy change due to 
explicit dissipation (hyperviscosity)

dE/dt = 0.0729 W/m2

• Frictional heating rate is calculated
from K tendency produced from
momentum diffusion and added to T:

dE/dt = 0.6997 W/m2

• Vertical remapping

dE/dt = -0.1547 W/m2

Total loss of energy in dynamics

dE/dt = -0.0723 W/m2

Rate of energy change
due to “dribbling”
physics tendencies in the 
dynamics

dE/dt = 0.056 W/m2



Aside: Energy budgets in CAM-SE

Physics-

dynamics 

coupling layer

Physics module

• “physical” changes in energy

due to water change

dE/dt = -0.0016 W/m2

• Change in energy due to

change in pressure due to

water vapor change

(“dme_adjust”)

dE/dt = 0.2667 W/m2

• Energy fixer

dE/dt = -0.1843

(= loss in dynamics +

dme_adjust) 

Dynamical core module

• Rate of energy change due to 

explicit dissipation (hyperviscosity)

dE/dt = 0.0729 W/m2

• Frictional heating rate is calculated

from K tendency produced from

momentum diffusion and added to T:

dE/dt = 0.6997 W/m2

• Vertical remapping

dE/dt = -0.1547 W/m2

Total loss of energy in dynamics

dE/dt = -0.0723 W/m2

Rate of energy change
due to “dribbling”
physics tendencies in the 
dynamics

dE/dt = 0.056 W/m2

Our current 

“workhorse” 

model CAM-FV 

looses 1.07 W/m2



Summary

• Derived equations of motion where condensates are 
thermodynamically active 

• Introduced floating Lagrangian dry-mass vertical coordinate

• Discussed conservation  properties



√∫

More information: http://www.cgd.ucar.edu/cms/pel
Email: pel@ucar.edu


